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For Immediate Release 

TENAFLY TREE FOUNDATION AFFIRMS TNC PLAN TO PRESERVE TREES 

Oct. 17, 2014, Tenafly, NJ - The Children’s Tree and Art Foundation, Inc. (TCTAF) adds its voice to the 

growing number of environmental and community organizations that publicly support Tenafly Nature 

Center’s proposal for a new Environmental & Discovery Center on East Clinton Avenue. “We support 

TNC’s proposal to protect and promote the natural environment of our treasured 400-acre forest by 

building a small-in-scale Education and Discovery Center,” noted TCTAF President Steve Strompf. “I 

simply cannot understand why there are “No Forest Destruction” signs around town; TNC’s plan 

actually saves more trees than would a comparable facility developed on the steep site of their 

existing building.”   

 Strompf added: “I have reviewed TNC’s Environmental Assessment report and I am convinced 

that they have chosen the site that minimizes tree removal and preserves the tree canopy, which 

provides shade and visual screening of the site.  It is really hard and can be expensive to build 

responsibly on a forested site—I applaud the care that TNC has taken to protect as many trees as 

possible.  The steep Hudson Avenue site would not support the same selective cherry-picking of trees 

that TNC has planned for the East Clinton Avenue site they have selected.”  

 Trees are important to Strompf. Salvaging a 350-year-old white ash tree, removed for safety 

reasons, from the grounds of Tenafly’s Mackay elementary school prompted him to enlist artists from 

around the country to create art using pieces of the tree. Their creations illustrated and reinforced the 

community’s connections to nature and the environment, and grew into the CTAF. Since their 

experience with the Mackay tree, Strompf and the Foundation have been called upon to review the 

effect of tree plans on education and the environments in New Jersey communities.  TCTAF’s 

programs teach not only the consequences of environmental destruction, but how to restore the 

environment and the importance of preservation.” 

 TNC’s Executive Director Peter Punzi said that TNC plans to plant over 100 new trees between 

the Hudson Avenue site once the existing building is razed and the East Clinton site, more than 
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proposed to be culled for the proposed new center.  “After TNC’s proposal is fully implemented, there 

will actually be MORE trees rather than fewer trees at the Tenafly Nature Center, with two separate 

forested access points for visitors to enjoy a hike in the woods,” he noted.  Punzi added “Teaching 

about trees—their benefits to us and to wildlife, and the ways that our community can conserve and 

protect them-- is central to our education programs.”  TNC surveyed and inventoried all of the trees in 

the proposed new site in order to identify and  save the strongest and best specimen trees and to 

harvest and re-use trees that must be removed; a significant portion of these are identified as already 

dead or unhealthy. 

 TNC’s Board of Trustees unanimously voted against expanding on Hudson Avenue because it 

would ravage protected forestland.  Initial ideas to renovate the current building or erect a new 

building on or near Hudson Avenue were rejected because of access limitations of the steep site, 

disruption to TNC’s immediate neighbors, prohibitive cost and the prevalence of protected wetlands.  

Two alternate sites on Hudson Avenue proposed by an opposition group were thoroughly evaluated 

by TNC’s team of environmental experts. To ensure a valid comparison, they assumed a building with 

the same square footage and number of parking spaces, and universal access throughout the site with 

a grade less than five percent.  The experts’ environmental assessment report confirmed that re-

shaping of the steep hill at the top of Hudson Avenue would require: massive blasting to remove over 

20,000 cubic yards of rock (over 1500 truckloads); a 16 foot retaining wall; a standard parking lot 

clear-cut of trees; and suspension of virtually all onsite programming and public access for at least a 

year.  TNC carefully chose the most environmentally responsible location: a flat, two-acre site that is 

less than 0.5% of the roughly 400 acre nature preserve. Preserving the wooded approach into Tenafly, 

the low-impact Center will be sited 610 feet from the nearest neighbor, beneath the tree canopy and 

unseen from East Clinton Avenue, with permeable parking located in and among the trees.  

 More information on TNC’s proposal is available at:  

http://www.tenaflynaturecenter.org/new-education-and-discovery-center.   

 The Tenafly Nature Center is requesting support for the proposed Education and Discovery 

Center in a public referendum on November 4. 
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Tenafly Nature Center’s proposed Education and Discovery Center: 


